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 “Monthly Nepse Summary of Jestha 2078” 

This Month NEPSE made volatility of 287.33 points. NEPSE made a high of 3025.83 and low of 2738.5 

within a Month. Index opened at 2738.5 points and closed at 3025.83 points with the gain of 287.33 points.  

 

Exponential Moving Average: 

We have used EMA's of 5 days' time period (Green line), 20 days' time period (red line). At present, NEPSE 

Index is above Exponential moving average indicates up trend.  

Relative Strength Index: 

The relative strength index (RSI) is a momentum indicator that measures the magnitude of recent price 

changes to evaluate overbought or oversold conditions in the price of a stock or other asset. The RSI is 

displayed as an oscillator (a line graph that moves between two extremes) and can have a reading from 0 

to 100. 

Relative Strength Index is currently at 57 (Neutral zone) 

This Month market statistics: 

Index Open-2738.5 points                Index closed-3025.83 points 
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Index High- 3025.83 points                Index low- 2738.5 points 

Pivot Point Standard: 

A pivot point is a technical analysis indicator, or calculations, used to determine the overall trend of the 

market over different time frames. The pivot point itself is simply the average of the intraday high and low, 

and the closing price from the previous trading day. On the subsequent day, trading above the pivot point 

is thought to indicate ongoing bullish sentiment, while trading below the pivot point indicates bearish 

sentiment. 

The pivot point is the basis for the indicator, but it also includes other support and resistance levels that are 

projected based on the pivot point calculation. All these levels help traders see where the price could 

experience support or resistance.  

Support and resistance level for according to Pivot Point. 
 
1st Resistance-2747 point                     1st support-2623 point 
2nd Resistance-2885 point                          2nd support-2484 point 
 
Nepse index is above pivot point indicating bullish sentiment. 

Monthly Nepse Summary 

S.N. Particulars Share Units ('000) Amount            (Rs. 
in millions) 

Change in % 

     1 Turnover                       
619,662.55  

     292,743.42         122.88  

2 Commercial Banks                       
140,264.55  

       58,360.60          84.08  

3 Development Banks                         
76,352.35  

       33,793.68         464.28  

4 Finance                         
47,608.69  

       21,125.88         450.53  

5 Hotels And Tourism                          
5,119.84  

        2,093.17          54.61  

6 Hydro Power                       
168,614.35  

       68,072.46         171.08  

7 Investment                         
22,109.02  

       14,457.56          25.18  

8 Life Insurance                         
16,338.99  

       19,120.31         182.64  

9 Manufacturing And 
Processing 

                         
2,233.76  

        5,677.13          34.93  

10 Microfinance                         
14,394.75  

       24,254.95            4.52  
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11 Non-Life Insurance                         
23,698.05  

       26,814.54         206.82  

12 Others                          
9,072.91  

       15,222.17         155.57  

13 Trading’s                             
136.17  

        1,253.44          33.11  

14 Debentures                               
36.83  

             38.95          38.81  

15 Mutual Fund                         
92,013.32  

        1,283.16         113.88  

16 Preference Shares                                
0.07  

              0.05         (28.57) 

17 Promotor Shares                          
1,668.89  

        1,175.37         (13.57) 

18 Odd Lot + Manual Trade                             
140.30  

             99.93         (72.21) 

19 Market Days  0               21.00               -    

20 Average Daily Turnover  0         13,940.16         122.88  

21 Number of Transactions  0    2,924,189.00          87.58  

22 Number of Scripts 
Traded 

 0             245.00           (5.04) 

23 Number of Companies 
Listed 

 0             220.00               -    

24 Market Capitalization  0    4,216,001.62          13.19  

25 NEPSE Index High  0          3,025.83          10.62  

26 NEPSE Index Low  0          2,738.50            9.25  

27 NEPSE Index Closing  0          3,025.83          12.73  

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Top Ten Stock by turnover 
 

S.N. Name of the Security Symbol Amount Traded (Rs. In Million) 

1 Nepal Reinsurance Company Limited NRIC 12994.02 
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2 Nepal Infrastructure Bank Limited NIFRA 5533.21 

3 Hydorelectricity Investment and Development Company Ltd HIDCL 5505.53 

4 Lumbini Bikas Bank Ltd. LBBL 5480.22 

5 Arun Valley Hydropower Development Co. Ltd. AHPC 5286.10 

6 National Hydro Power Company Limited NHPC 5212.68 

7 Arun Kabeli Power Ltd. AKPL 5193.81 

8 Jyoti Bikas Bank Limited JBBL 4574.96 

9 United Modi Hydropower Ltd. UMHL 4167.15 

10 Api Power Company Ltd. API 4157.35 

 
Top Ten Stock by Market Capitalization 
 

S.N. Security Name Symbol Capitalization (Rs. In Million) 

1 Nepal Doorsanchar Comapany Limited NTC 190650 

2 Nepal Reinsurance Company Limited NRIC 186800 

3 Nabil Bank Limited NABIL 176455.27 

4 Nepal Life Insurance Co. Ltd. NLIC 150551.38 

5 Citizen Investment Trust CIT 123210.01 

6 Nepal Infrastructure Bank Limited NIFRA 110000 

7 NIC Asia Bank Ltd. NICA 105232.45 

8 Global IME Bank Limited GBIME 98644.21 

9 Hydorelectricity Investment and Development Company Ltd HIDCL 91080 

10 Upper Tamakoshi Hydropower Ltd UPPER 83025.6 
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Top Ten Stock by Transaction 
 

S.N. Security Name Symbol Number of Trades 

1 Nepal Infrastructure Bank Limited NIFRA 87,283 

2 National Hydro Power Company Limited NHPC 65,820 

3 Nepal Reinsurance Company Limited NRIC 64,835 

4 Jyoti Bikas Bank Limited JBBL 57,815 

5 Hydorelectricity Investment and Development Company Ltd HIDCL 56,159 

6 Api Power Company Ltd. API 46,984 

7 Arun Kabeli Power Ltd. AKPL 43,128 

8 Civil Bank Ltd CBL 42,126 

9 Himal Dolakha Hydropower Company Limited HDHPC 41,997 

10 Mega  Bank Nepal Ltd. MEGA 39,588 

 
Top ten stock by share traded 
 

SNo. Security Name Symbol Number of Shares 

1 National Hydro Power Company Limited NHPC              21,402.00  

2 Himal Dolakha Hydropower Company Limited HDHPC              13,522.00  

3 United Modi Hydropower Ltd. UMHL              11,948.00  

4 Arun Kabeli Power Ltd. AKPL              11,891.00  

5 Arun Valley Hydropower Development Co. Ltd. AHPC              11,663.00  

6 Jyoti Bikas Bank Limited JBBL              11,623.00  

7 Lumbini Bikas Bank Ltd. LBBL              10,962.00  

8 Api Power Company Ltd. API              10,951.00  

9 Civil Bank Ltd CBL              10,900.00  

10 Nepal Infrastructure Bank Limited NIFRA              10,100.00  
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Shares Listed  
 

S.N. Name Listed Unit Listed 
Date 

Type of 
Listing 

1 9.5% NCC Debenture 2086 3000000.00 2/9/2078 IPO 

2 Shikhar Insurance Company Limited 3840202.00 2/11/2078 Bonus 

3 Sunrise Bluechip Fund (SBCF)  125000000.0
0 

2/11/2078 IPO 

4 CEDB Hydropower Development Company 
Limited 

8394100.00 2/23/2078 IPO 
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“Global Oil Demand and Supply Analysis” 

 

Introduction: 

Oil industry globally highlighted as the industry for global economics contribution where its  

news and geopolitical reasons are highlighted. The factors for the supply of crude oil industry is  

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries {OPEC} and non OPEC producers. It is and  

intergovernmental organizations for thirteen nations who are liable for its pricing and export  

policies among its members. OPEC and other oil exporting countries which are non-members 

i.e. Kazakhstan and Russia. OPEC control 40% of oil market and holds 70% reserves. 

Another side, called non-OPEC countries refers to those nations who are out from the OPEC  

group and also are at risk produce oil. The China, USA, Canada etc. are a world leader of non- 

OPEC countries involve and act to regionalize the regional oil business which has former OPEC  

countries, countries that aren’t being OPEC members supported politics-economic agreements.  

The market of oil entails high volatility in global price, depends upon key role of the cartel of  

OPEC, the oil industries size likewise as link with industrialization perspective, economic  

development if the country’s etc. Generally, the oil market industry of the globe refers widely to  

the oligopolistic market. Especially the oligopolistic market of OPEC contributes towards the oil  

control. The oligopoly here discussed may be a dominated market with the facility of fewer  

producers i.e. members of OPEC where individual members control the oil market. As an  

oligopolistic character OPEC entitled as a corporation, collaborated with one another nations  

collusively and acts as a cartel to regulate the worldwide oil market (Weiner, 1991). 

  

Demand and Supply of Oil Market 

There is a great deal of variety that could be seen in stockpile just as the oil request all around the  
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world. For the most part, it is dictated by three central point supply, demand and geopolitics  

between the oil-creating and abusing nations. Demand and supply depend on the oil creation sum  

and request from the buyer. The stock of oil from OPEC, non-OPEC including the USA are the  

significant patrons (maker and exporter for worldwide oil needs. International affairs is a critical  

factor for changing interest and supply. The international relations of OPEC and non-OPEC  

nations emerge a distinction sought after stock and its evaluating choice as well. Expansion in  

organic market if the cost of oil diminishes. (Badel, A., & McGillicuddy, J. , 2015) For instance  

in 2014, Saudi delivers more oil and the USA also produce more oil on the lookout, brings about  

the cost of worldwide oil decline as excess oil on the planet market. International affairs is  

struggle between bigger oil-delivering nations because of which the oil creation and fare is  

influenced because of which the danger of disturbance in production network for example  

channel pipeline interruption coming about because of the effect around the world the cost of oil. 

 

 

Source: (https://www.iea.org/reports/oil-information-overview) 

From the above figure, noticing the pattern the worldwide interest of unrefined petroleum and  

Natural Gas creation arrived at 4610 million tons from 2491 million tons while complete oil  

requested from 2379 million tons to 4474 million tons; examining this the stockpile request hole  

appears to be around 112 million tons to 135 million tons. This implies the interest for  
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worldwide oil is expanding and inline of this creation is additionally expanding as well. The  

interest Supply in the year 2020 is very extraordinary as COVID-19 showed up. It has a huge  

effect in worldwide oil interest, a furious stun in the worldwide oil industry. Numerous reports  

uncovered that request diminished exceptionally low and OPEC and OPEC+ had controlled the  

creation because of supply stun. Be that as it may, after the second flood of COVID-19, in July  

when contrasted with the earlier month the interest rose about 3.4 million barrels for each day  

month on month; which shows COVID 19 has affected the interest growth. The request and  

supply of worldwide oil rely on the creation of oil by both OPEC and Non-OPEC elements, their  

systems, and announcement. As per OPEC (2020), blazing back to the current setting, the  

interest of oil in 2020 seriously choked for example by 10.7 mb/d contrasting with 2019; this  

outcomes automatically scaling back of normal oil creation by 3.5 million barrel oil/day by  

OPEC individuals and non-OPEC individuals by 1.2mb/d outcomes higher stock record. 

 

Oil pricing and Speculators role in the presence of OPEC 

Monastery the nation’s produces oil by uprightness of their force and yield capacity, yet after the  

OPEC the part chose to work as a cartel for example nations decided shares for oil creation yield  

which wipes out adaptability underway. Besides, the article gives an illustration of the center  

Easter arrangement which vacillates the cost of oil excessively high and even out of reach and  

alludes to oil as a scant item. The foundation of OPEC individuals created shares through  

limitation of creation and subsequently the adjustment of the cost of oil around the world could  

be noticed. Saudi assumes the main part in OPEC, methodical however shifted conduct of  

valuing choice to control volume in OPEC oil for example cut back creation if request decline in  

the ordinary time frame and if the oil is low in market increment oil yield with planning OPEC  

individuals (Griffin, J. M., & Teece, D. J., 2016). 

Oil Production 1971-2019. 
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Source: (https://www.iea.org/reports/oil-information-overview). 

As appeared in Figure 2 from 1971 to 2019, the OPEC nations are driving in worldwide oil  

creation, however among all out oil delivered around (35-40)% is been contributed, which is  

1373 million tons in 2019 OECD individuals and the remainder of the world's creation  

pattern likewise could be appeared to be expanding. The change cost of raw petroleum (in US  

dollars per barrel) in one year in US dollars per barrel from 2019 to 2020 for the  

OPEC reference bushel, it is diminished to 40.57 from 63.91 and for WTI 38.44 from 56.73  

(OPEC, 2020). As per Meredith (2020), the effect of COVID-19 and lull of the economy since  

the beginning of the year, the cost of oil diminished by around 40%. Ebbs just as the fall of the  

unrefined petroleum cost is natural. By and large, the financial specialists follow two-viewpoint  

initially WTI, and the following is Brent unrefined. Brent unrefined portrays oil from the  

Northern Sea; which goes about as a global benchmark for oil estimating. Another is West Texas  

Intermediate (WTI) portrays oils from Shale extricated at the US decide the benchmark for oil  

evaluating in the US (Wirl, F., & Kujundzic, A. , 2004). 

 

Oil price changes of OPEC basket, WTI & Brent Crude oil within one year period 
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Source: (https://oilprice.com/oil-price-charts) 

From the above chart, the adjustment in the cost of three diverse oil in one year (Nov 2019 to  

Nov 2020) from OPEC bin is seen to be from $63.68 per barrel to $43.05 per barrel, for WTI  

from $58.58 per barrel to $41.74 per barrel and for Brent rough $63.97 per barrel to $44.25 per  

barrel. The entirety of this information shows the cost more than one year is diminished by about  

30%. cost decrease is likewise because of US Shale oil revelation, expanded stockpile alongside  

improved pipelines, disclosure of oil in Persia (Iran) and Saudi, and so on Value system  

embraced by the OPEC for oil evaluating control is estimating over volume methodology. This  

alludes to higher oil supply, OPEC + scales back creation, and the other way around. As the USA  

turns into a lead oil-delivering country, even the OPEC limits removing the yield oil, it  

influences the worldwide stock, during this time oil interest of the USA turns out to be high, for  

this, it creates more shale oil and less interest from the OPEC Oil. For instance, in 2003, the US  

assault Iraq-the cost of oil goes up and furthermore as Trump pulled back an arrangement from  

Iran-value high with 1.9%. The bend of the interest for oil is steep, which implies a bigger  

change in the cost of oil influences insignificantly the interest The bend for the stockpile of oil is  

shallow, which shows a little expansion in cost can influence the creation level of the oil. OPEC  

utilize this system, and addition in the cost for additional items in the worldwide oil. As noticing  

the interest for unrefined petroleum in the worldwide market, in 2019, the oil request is D, where  
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the oil cost is $64. After the COVID-19 effect on the worldwide oil interest, the requested  

amount has moved from Q0 to Q1, shaping another harmony of interest and (Supply S with new  

interest D1). In the current time, 2020 A.D. the cost has dropped from P0 to P1 for example from  

$64 to $41. Indeed, even the OPEC has cutoff the creation yield of oil later on, because of a huge  

reduction popular and because of excess oil in the worldwide market, the cost of oil has dropped. 

 

Conclusion 

To summarize, the adjustment in the oil cost internationally is because of the reason for request  

supply of the world oil, generally the geo-political status of oil assembling and transportation  

nations. It is likewise identified with power in the economy. Numerous experts allude to the  

oligopolistic market of worldwide oil; the choice of cost just as request supply differed on the  

force of OPEC nations. The commitment of non-OPEC nations is additionally essential. Because  

of the COVID-19 effect universally, the cost of oil in this one year is diminished by 30%. The  

cost of oil shows inelastic. The biggest oil providing nation is the USA-which trades shale oil in  

different countries as well. Saudi Arabia is an incredible and biggest provider of unrefined  

petroleum in OPEC, which underpins deliberately to make balance sought after and supply.  

Inside the improvement of shale oil, and universally created by different nations like China, the  

oil request is being met and the cost of worldwide oil likewise shifted. Shale oil advanced as a  

substitute item for ordinary oil. Change in the cost of traditional oil influences the interest for  

shale oil for example increment in oil cost increment the interest for shale oil and the other way  

around. 
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“Reliance Jio, 1st network to provide 4G LTE services” 

 

Company Highlights 

Company Name Jio (Joint Implementation Opportunities) 

Headquarter Mumbai, India  

Sector Telecommunications  

Founder Mukesh Ambani  

Founded 15th February 2017 

Revenue INR 17,481 Crore (FY21,Q2) 

Profit INR 2,844 Crore (FY21, Q2) 

Average Revenue per User (ARPU) INR 140 (FY21, Q1) 

Reliance Jio Slogan ‘Digital Life’ 

Reliance Jio Tagline ‘Jio jee bharke’ (Live life to the fullest) 

Parent Organization Reliance Industries 

Website jio.com 

Background 

Anil Ambani and Mukesh Ambani had a split in the year 2005, which was one of the biggest de-merger in 
the industry. The dream project of Mukesh Ambani that was Reliance Infocom became a part of Anil 
Ambani Group.  

 

After the division, both of them signed the agreement of non- competing for clause. After the expiration 
of clause in 2010, Mukesh Ambani purchased the Infotel with 96% shares. Infotel Broadband Services 
Limited which was the only successful bidder across India for the 4G network,  

 

That is when Mukesh Ambani’s Reliance Limited started working in establishing a base for high-speed 
optical fiber 4G network which is much more capable than 4G. The company was named Reliance Jio 
Infocom Ltd popularly known as Jio today.  

About Jio 
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Jio was the first network to provide 4G LTE services and VoLTE services. JIO stands for Joint 
Implementation Opportunities and the full name of the company is Reliance Jio Infocom Ltd (RJIL). The 
slogan of Reliance Jio is ‘Digital Life’ while a popular tagline of Jio has been ‘Jio jee bharke’ which 
means live life to the fullest. 

Mukesh Ambani realized the data was severely scarce and overpriced which was unaffordable to a 
majority of Indians. Since then Mukesh Ambani started working on Jio to make the data services 
abundant and affordable in every part of the country. As of February 2021, Reliance Jio maintained its 
lead in the broadband segment with 410.84 million customers. 

Jio launched this service on 5th September 2016 for all the users and also launched its smartphone series 
with the name LYF. Reliance Jio Infocom Ltd (RJIL) focused on high-speed data instead of voice and 
SMS. On its launch, the company announced data plans with 1GB 4G data per day in the market where 
mostly all popular telecom providers offered 1GB data per month. 

Jio made an incredible entry into the Indian mobile telecom sector with the most exclusive cost leadership 
strategy that revolutionized the whole market of telecommunication. This was a game-changer by RJIL in 
the price-sensitive market of India. In the initial phase Reliance took a big risk to enter into the telecom 
industry but has proved to be one of the best companies in the current market. 

Jio – Business Strategy  

The business strategy of Reliance Jio is one of the biggest reasons for its success. The use of the AARRR 
(Acquisition, Activation, Retention, Referral, Revenue) strategy to penetrate the market adds huge growth 
to the company. 

Acquisition – After the commercial rollout of Jio in September 2016, Jio offered free services to its 
customers for 3 months. This plan worked as the trump card for Jio to acquire the customers. Within one 
month, Jio was able to acquire 16 million subscribers. 

 

Activation – The users were provided with the best experience, which was never provided by any telecom 
service provider. The unlimited high-speed, 4G data with unlimited calling was unimaginable to the 
customers. 

 

Retention – Jio didn’t stop here. On the occasion of the New Year in 2017, they extended the free services 
to the users for another 3 months. Jio became the first-ever telecom company to provide 6 months of free 
service to customers. In just two and a half years into the business, Jio gained more than 300 million 
active subscribers. It took more than 19 years for its competitor, Bharti Airtel to reach such a number.  

 

Referral – The customers became its preacher. Jio got more and more business through positive customer 
reviews and user experience. This added as a boon to its tremendous growth. 
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Revenue – Jio, in turn, made people use more and more services so that they spend more. Slashing the 
prices to 1/10th the existing cost, Jio got ahead with revenue, which was the major factor in getting such a 
leap in the market. 

Jio - Competitors 

There are many telecommunication brands which have sustained their brand for years, even before 
Reliance Jio was launched. The popular brands like Airtel, Idea, Vodafone, etc. had achieved customer's 
trust for years but the entry of Jio made them change their business strategies and workings. 

Small network operators like Aircel, Tata Teleservices, and Telenor had to shut down their functions in 
India because of the revolution brought by Jio into the market. The profits of other Telecom operators 
have also drastically decreased since Jio’s inception. 

Jio - Future Plans 

Mukesh Ambani recently in an interview stated that Reliance Jio is now focusing on growing the tele 
density in the rural and remote areas. The company is continuing to grow the demand for telecom services 
and provide digital services with greater services.  

The company may also expand from being a digital telecom service provider to a digital services player 
which also offers services related to agriculture, healthcare, and education. Jio also aims to be an 
influencer and initiator in bringing and developing 5G services in India. Further, Reliance Jio announces 
plans for integrated fiber connectivity and digital solutions to transform over 50 Million small and 
medium businesses in India. 

Reliance Jio also plans to build a data center in UP with approximately $950 million as an investment. 
This center will be powered by its own renewable energy plant. It plans to launch its new 
product JioBook.  
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1500 to more than 10 million weekly active users with in a year “Clubhouse” 

 

Generally, Silicon Valley tech workers and venture capitalists used club house to connect with each other 
during the pandemic and had only couple 1500 users in a month after its launch in March 2020. But 
today, the buzziest social media has millions of users, a valuation of roughly $4 billion and is in trend. 
Clubhouse was valued at $100 million after receiving funding from several venture capitalists, including a 
$12 million Series A investment from the venture capital firm, Andreessen Horowitz, in May 2020.  As of 
April 2021, venture capitalists valued Clubhouse at nearly $4 billion in a funding round. Clubhouse 
reports more than 10 million weekly active users and says more than 300,000 rooms are created each day, 
and that people are spending over an hour a day on the app.  It is considered a Unicorn startup like 
AirBnb, Uber and SpaceX. The app was launched last year by two tech veterans Paul Davison and Rohan 
Seth. Application went viral after the appearance of Tesla owner Elon Musk and Facebook creator Mr. 
Mark Zuckerberg.  

Still, it remains a small club, so to speak, certainly when compared with Facebook, Twitter and 
Instagram. If you’ve heard about it, and want to know what the fuss is about, here’s a primer.  

The invite-only app allows users to find and listen to conversations between groups of people. The social 
audio app lets people gather in audio chat rooms to discuss various topics, whether it’s sports, tech, 
motivation, etc. Rooms are usually divided into two groups: those who are talking and those who are 
listening. Clubhouse is the platform where eye contact, awkward walk-ins, backgrounds and dressing up 
for digital are all forgotten to allow the focus to be solely on conversation. 

New era of audio based social apps can be projected after the surge of Club house’s popularity is seen. 
Twitter recently expanded access to Spaces this month. Facebook, meanwhile, is developing an audio-
chat experience that could be added in the Messenger. Even Microsoft’s LinkedIn is working on a similar 
feature.  

This app is basically for the debaters, Speech givers and fore mostly the patient listeners or observers. 
This is not for those who prefer visually communicating app like Zoom. Clubhouse is audio focused app 
and gets you engaged to the conversation with no distractions at all. In addition, you will find your topic 
of interest with the expertise globally in the particular field making your experience very exciting and 
knowledgeable. A perfect platform to provide you with exposure worldwide. 
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